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1. What’s wrong in the kitchen? pan (Y) fork (Z) toothbrush (A) bread (B) 

2. What is the hardest? wood (A) steel (B) cotton (C) soap (D) 

3. Which is not a season? spring (F) summer (G) winter (H) ice (I) 

4. Which thing do you need at school? ruler (R) frog (S) moon (T) bull (U) 

5. What do you need for camping? clock (C) tent (D) dentist (E) honey (F) 

6. Which word is not a noun (=Nomen, Substantiv)? bike (H) write (I) Monday (J) taxi (K) 

7. Which animal eats meat? cow (L) horse (M) cat (N) rabbit (O) 

8. Which is not an Australian city? Sydney (Q) Melbourne (R) Canberra (S) Boston (T) 

9. Chair is to sit as car is to play (E) read (F) cry (G) drive (H) 

10. What is not a farm product? cheese (B) corn (C) eggs (D) iron (E)  

11. A famous park in London is called Pride (F) Tivoli (G) Hyde Park (H) Eden (I) 

12. Which of these things works on batteries? sailing boat (Z) torch (A) windmill (B) gun (C) 

13. Which is not a job? dentist (L) pilot  (M) grapefruit (N) postman (O) 

14. Which colour is not in the American flag? blue (A) red (B) white (C) green (D) 

15. Which is a part of Great  Britain? Texas (G) Greenland (H) Scotland (I) Bronx (K) 

16. What is usually not in a bottle? milk (P) orange juice(Q) wine (R) cheese (S) 

17. The capital of the United States is Washington(W) New York (X) Chicago (Y) Denver (Z)  

18. Which is a country and a continent? Canada (M) Sweden (N) Australia (O) Africa (P) 

19. Which is not a fruit? cherry (Q) sausage (R) apple (S) melon (T) 

20. Which country is not north of Germany? Denmark (Q) Sweden (R) Norway (S) Spain (T) 

21. Which sport doesn’t use a ball? table tennis (E) soccer (F) golf (G) diving (H) 

22. It is an animal with black and white stripes.  frog (S) zebra (T) dog (U) horse (V) 

23. Where can you see real dinosaur bones? museum (W) supermarket(X) restaurant (Y) bus stop (Z) 

24. Which animal is most like a mouse? an elephant(N) a hamster (O) a bear (P) a shark (Q) 

25. Which word is not an adjective? small (G) nice (H) walk (I) ugly (J) 

26. What can’t you see in the sky? bird (K) plane  (L) bee (M) cave (N) 

27. Which is not a building castle (Q) church (R) skyscraper (S) spider (T) 

28. What can you make out of snow? snowboard (G) snowman (H) snowflake (I) snowfall (K) 

29. Which word is the opposite of empty? dark (C) sweet (D) full (E) loud (F) 

30. Which is not a toy? ball (Z) kite (A) marbles (B) trousers (B) 

31. How many weeks are there in a year? four (R) seven (S) twelve (T) fifty-two (U)  

32. Which is not a piece of furniture? chair  (Q) desk (R) door (S) table (T) 

33. What is not served in a cup? coffee (F) tea (G) bread (H) milk (I) 
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